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UN Climate IPCC Renamed “Panel for Science Denial”
“The latest Climate Alarmism (April 13) from the UN IPCC** 
marks a new low in Science Denialism and desecration of the 
scientific method so we are re-naming the UN Panel for Climate 
Change the Panel for Science Denial, IPSD”, said Piers Corbyn
Their dire warning of world warming while it gets colder and their call 
for more switching to gas from coal – which is a bright Green Light to 
Russian militarism and gas-blackmail of the Eu; rest on two premises:-
1. That in the present real world increases in the trace gas CO2 (0.04% 
of air) cause warming and climate change.
2. That even if this were true Man’s only 4% contribution of total CO2/ 
‘greenhouse’ gases dominates and nature’s 96% conspires that all other 
CO2 etc from termites (10x that of Man), volcanoes, rotting plants, 
cow-fart etc stay constant as a whole, leaving Man’s 4% in charge.
BOTH propositions are deranged. All objective data measurements 
show CO2 has no effect and indeed sea temperature over time controls 
CO2 levels – the opposite of CO2 warmist sect claims. The idea that 
the whole of nature’s CO2 stays constant while it has shown wild
swings in the past - 2500 x Man’s present input - is insane.

“If the Potsdam Institute which host the production of this 
deluded nonsense has a milligram of scientific integrity it 
must reject the scientific cretinism imposed on it by the UN’s 
IPCC** and German Govt, remove the responsible charlatan 
‘scientists’ from its remit and refuse to give scientific 
credibility to Lies which was the role of science under a 
previous German Govt, that of Adolf Hitler.
“There is now an historic choice for Science and policies across the 
world: Evidence-based Science Vs Creeping Eco-fascist science-
denialist theft from the public for the CO2 warmist project which slams 
up energy and food prices and is ruining the world economy.
**Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change – WorkingGroup III, support hosted by Potsdam 
Institute for Climate Impact Research and Funded by the German Govt.
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